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ABSTRACT: To protect recommender systems against shilling attacks, a variety of detection methods have been 
proposed over the past decade. However, these methods focus mainly on individual features and rarely consider the 
lockstep behaviours among attack users, which suffer from low precision in detecting group shilling attacks. In this 
work, we propose a three-stage detection method based on strong lockstep behaviours among group members and 
group behaviour features for detecting group shilling attacks. First, we construct a weighted user relationship graph by 
combining direct and indirect collusive degrees between users. Second, we find all dense subgraphs in the user 
relationship graph to generate a set of suspicious groups by introducing a topological potential method. Finally, we use 
a clustering method to detect shilling groups by extracting group behaviour features. Extensive experiments on the 
Netflix and sampled Amazon review datasets show that the proposed approach is effective for detecting group shilling 
attacks in recommender systems, and the F1-measure on two datasets can reach over 99 percent and 76 percent, 
respectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Information resources are growing explosively with the rapid development of Internet, which causes information 
overload. To deal with this problem, recommender systems have been widely used in e-commerce, social network, 
cloud computing, etc. [1]. However, due to the openness, malicious users can register accounts and provide ratings for 
the items with the intention of promoting or demoting the recommendation of target items. This behaviour has been 
termed as shilling attacks or profile injection attacks [2, 3]. Previous researches have shown that a large number of 
injected fake profiles can bias the output of collaborative filtering recommender systems, indicating that the 
collaborative filtering recommender systems are vulnerable to shilling attacks [4, 5]. Over the past decade, traditional 
attack models have been well studied, such as random attack, average attack, bandwagon attack, AoP attack, Love/hate 
attack, etc. In these attacks, attack users try to promote or demote the same target item but select filler items separately. 
In fact, attack users can easily collude to attack a set of target items in the recommender system. The behaviour 
wherein a group of attack users collude to promote or demote the recommendation of a set of target items has been 
termed group shilling attacks [6, 7]. As attack users in the group work together and strategically generate attack 
profiles, the detection methods proposed for detecting traditional attacks become ineffective for group shilling attacks. 
Therefore, how to improve the detection performance for group shilling attacks has become a key issue in the 
recommender systems. 
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Fig 1: Architecture Diagram 
 

To reduce the impact of shilling attacks on recommender systems, researchers have developed a variety of shilling attack 
detection methods [8–31]. Most methods focus mainly on the features of individual profiles and are used to detect attack 
profiles for traditional attacks, e.g., random attack and bandwagon attack. These methods rarely consider the collusive 
behaviours among attack users, which cause low precision in detecting group shilling attacks. Although a few detection 
methods have been proposed for detecting group shilling attacks in recent years, they usually need prior knowledge of attacks 
(e.g., the number of shilling groups or attackers). Otherwise, they suffer from low detection precision. While some 
approaches have been presented to spot the collusive groups in e-commerce and social network, the behaviour features of 
shilling groups vary greatly in different fields. Therefore, the approaches developed for identifying collusive groups in other 
fields are not suitable for detecting shilling groups in recommender systems. 
 
To address the above limitations, we propose an unsupervised method for detecting group shilling attacks in recommender 
systems based on topological potential theory and group behaviour features, which is named as TP-GBF. The proposed 
approach focuses on the collusive behaviours among attack users and can accurately detect attack users in group shilling 
attacks without knowing the number of shilling groups in advance. Particularly, we first construct a weighted user 
relationship graph by analysing the lockstep behaviours between users. In the graph, vertices and edges represent the users 
and their relations, respectively. The weight of each edge is calculated by combining direct and indirect collusive degrees. 
Then, we analyse the network structure of shilling groups and introduce a topological potential method to spot suspicious 
groups. Finally, we use the clustering method to detect shilling groups by extracting group behaviour features. 
 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
 

In Ref. [6], Su et al. first proposed the concept of group shilling attacks in recommender systems and mentioned two attack 
scenarios. In these scenarios, multiple attackers are well organized to conceal their intentions. The attackers in a shilling 
group work together to promote or demote a set of target items in scenario 1 or only attack some items in the target set in 
scenario 2. In order to achieve the attack intention, a shilling group must contain a certain number of attackers and each 
attacker in the group should give some normal ratings on nontarget items. Moreover, many shilling groups may coexist in a 
recommender system. 
 
To generate the effective group shilling profiles and avoid the detection of the existing methods, Wang et al. [7] proposed a 
tricky group shilling attack model which includes a strict version denoted as GSAGens and a loose version denoted as 
GSAGenl. In their model, some shilling profiles generated by standard attack models, i.e., random attacks or average attacks, 
are used as the input. Then, they construct high diversity shilling profiles based on the input according to the strict condition 
or loose condition. Of the two versions, GSAGenl can generate a shilling group with more shilling profiles than 
GSAGens because GSAGenl has less strict conditions in generating group shilling attack profiles. Table 1 summarizes the 
group shilling attack models. 
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As for supervised detection methods of shilling attacks in recommender systems, Chirita et al. [8] first proposed the features 
named rating deviation from mean agreement (RDMA) and degree of similarity with top neighbours (DegSim). The 
effectiveness of two features depends on the attack type, attack size, and filler size. Burke et al. [9] trained a classifier based 
on some generic and model-specific features, which were extracted by utilizing statistics properties of ratings given by attack 
users. Although these detection features are helpful for detecting standard attacks, they become ineffective under obfuscated 
attacks. Wu et al. [10] presented an effective feature selection method for detecting five attacks and proposed the detection 
algorithm based on supervised learning. However, the proposed method needs to know the type of attack in advance. Yang et 
al. [11] proposed an ensemble shilling attack detection method based on 18 statistical features, which could obtain better 
detection performance than the baseline methods using a single classifier. However, it needs to consider the intensive 
numeric calculation on these features. Tong et al. [12] applied convolutional neural network to extract detection features from 
user-item rating matrix. This method can detect shilling profiles generated by the single attack method, but it is not suitable 
for detecting hybrid attacks. Hao et al. [13] first extracted multidimensional detection features from different angles, 
including ratings, rating time, and item popularity degree, and then they trained a SVM-based classifier for detecting shilling 
attacks. This method illustrates higher effectiveness than the baseline methods, but the detection performance is not good 
when the attack size is less than 10%.  
 

III. METHODS 
 

The Framework of TP-GBF 
The framework of TP-GBF is depicted in Figure 1, which consists of three stages, i.e., constructing a weighted user 
relationship graph, generating a set of suspicious groups, and finding shilling groups. In the first stage, we construct a 
weighted user relationship graph by combining direct and indirect collusive degrees between users. The aim was to highlight 
the collusive behaviours among attackers in the same shilling group. In the second stage, we introduce a topology potential 
method to generate the set of suspicious shilling groups. The number of suspicious groups is decided automatically based on 
the number of nodes with local maximum potential value. In the third stage, group behaviour features are extracted at the 
group level, and then shilling groups in the set of suspicious groups are detected by using a clustering algorithm. 
 
Many features have been proposed based on the individual attack profiles over the past decade. However, the effective 
detection features for shilling groups are limited. Since there may be a strong lockstep relationship between some normal 
users, groups of these normal users may be misjudged as shilling groups. In this section, six group behaviour features are 
proposed at the group level to distinguish shilling groups from normal ones in the set of suspicious groups. 
 

 
 

Fig 2: Work Flow 
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Semi-supervised detection methods first train weak classifiers with a few labeled user profiles. Then, some unlabeled user 
profiles are used to improve the weak classifiers. This type of method reduces the dependence on prior knowledge and 
assumptions. However, existing semi-supervised detection methods need extract hand-designed features of recommendation 
attack which is a challenging task even for domain experts. Supervised detection methods usually have good detection 
performance by training the classifiers with labeled user profiles. They learn knowledge from the training samples instead of 
depending on prior knowledge or assumptions for the detection. In particular, the recently proposed deep learning-based 
detection methods [23–27] do not need the hand-designed features and can automatically learn the features of 
recommendation attack besides having excellent detection performance. In the deep learning-based detection methods, there 
are usually many hyperparameters need to be set. These hyperparameters can greatly affect the detection performance of the 
detection methods. Although, some of the hyperparameters such as learning rate, loss function, and so on can be well 
determined by referring to relevant research results, the remaining hyperparameters such as activation function, epochs, and 
so on, which are called key hyperparameters for ease of discussion, need to be optimized differently for different CRS. In 
most of the existing deep learning-based detection methods, however, the key hyperparameters are optimized by manual 
analysis. That is, domain experts are employed to determine the key hyperparameters by analyzing the detection performance 
of candidate solutions. This way of determining key hyperparameters relies too much on domain experts and their experience. 
The swarm intelligence optimization algorithms have been effectively applied in intrusion detection (ID) for many years . For 
example, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to optimize features and parameters of the classifier which is used to identify 
attacks in the ID systems. The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is combined with some machine learning 
algorithms, such as k-means, to improve the performance of anomaly detection. The Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) 
algorithm is combined with Decision Tree to build a multiple level hybrid classifier for classifying attacks in the ID systems. 
 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

When a group of attackers join forces to take down the recommendation systems, they rate not only the targeted item(s), as 
well as some non-target items. Furthermore, assailants in order to accomplish the intended assault impact, the group must 
complete their rating tasks within a specified amount of time. On the basis of these assumptions, the above diagram presents 
a group shilling attack detection method based on bisecting K-means clustering and hierarchical clustering. The propose 
diagram consists of three phases. The first stage is to create candidate groups, which are made up of individuals that score the 
same thing at the same time. In the second stage, the user and item characteristics are retrieved. The degree of suspicion for 
each application group is determined by combining these criteria. 
 
The system clusters the candidates are divided into categories based on their level of suspicion. using bisecting K-means and 
hierarchical clustering and based on the separated candidate groups, determine the assault groups from the produced 
groupings of candidate groups. In more detail, it uses the collection of GSDs (Group Suspicious Degrees) as data samples, 
then use K-means clustering to bisect them and grouping in a hierarchical manner between them. This establishes the mean of 
GSDs for each of the K clusters after generating K clusters of groupings of candidates. If the cluster's mean value is more 
than or equivalent to the mean suspicious degrees of the candidate organizations plus overall statistical significance of the 
candidates groups' suspicious degrees, the groupings in this cluster are considered attack groups. The number of clusters K is 
necessary in k-means clustering, however with hierarchical clustering, no previous knowledge of the clustering is necessary. 
 

 
 

Fig 3: Group Shilling Attacks Result Analysis 
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Shilling assaults in groups pose a significant danger to recommender systems. The bisecting K-means-based group 
assault detection model and hierarchical clustering technique to detect such assaults. When attackers have a few co-
rated items, the suggested detection approach can solve the problem of low performance. The beginning time point for 
dividing every item's rating track to split candidate groups is dynamically determined using a set time duration. The 
features of objects and users are mixed to compute the GSD. The bisecting K-means technique is used to separate 
candidate groups are being attacked using GSDs. Our technique's success is demonstrated by the results of our testing 
on Amazon data sets. When the methods bisecting K-means and hierarchical clustering are compared, the hierarchical 
clustering algorithm outperforms the bisecting K-means clustering algorithm. 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Compared with traditional shilling attacks in recommender systems, group shilling attacks are more harmful and much 
harder to detect. To improve the detection performance and minimize the impact of group shilling attacks on 
recommender systems, we present a three-stage group shilling attack detection method based on lockstep behaviour 
and group behaviour features. We propose a method of calculating collusive degree between users based on lockstep 
behaviour and transitivity of direct relations, based on which a weighted user relationship graph is constructed. We 
calculate the topology potential for each user node in the weighted user relationship graph and find out all suspicious 
groups by local maximum potential nodes. We propose six group behaviour features to characterize the differences 
between shilling groups and normal ones in the set of suspicious groups, and devise a k-means clustering-based 
algorithm to detect the shilling groups. The experimental results on the Netflix and Amazon datasets show that TP-
GBF is effective for detecting group shilling attacks in recommender systems and outperforms three baseline methods 
in precision, recall, and F1-measure. 
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